
Mosaic lamp for the garden
Instructions No. 1644

This is how beautiful a Acrylic ball converted into a garden lamp using mosaic technology can look! We are pleased to present you here the
winning idea of our VBS Summer craft competition 2018 4th place.

Our winner Marion72 made the big garden lamp with dark Joint Filler and
Tiffany glass 

We recommend you to use cheaper Acrylic mosaic from our assortment for
the rebuilding. This can even be cut into shape and is available in different
colour assortments 

The lamp is a large Acrylic ball in 20 to 29 cm Ø size. With a pair of pliers
the suspension eye of the ball is broken off and with hot glue a hole is made
for the cable of Fairy lights burnt in. 

First, place the different mosaic patterns from the little stones in front of you
on the table. Once you are satisfied with the arrangement, glue the tiles with
transparent mosaic glue one by one in the pattern you have created on
Acrylic ball. 

In this way, cover the entire Acrylic ball with the colored mosaic tiles. Before
gluing them together, place your light chain or lamp already in the ball and
make sure that the hole for the cable of the light chain remains free when
designing.

Now choose your Joint Filler. The classic bright Joint Filler is first mixed with the Mixing cup and with water according to product instructions and then
"washed" onto the Stone-surface: with a sponge the mass is wiped evenly onto the ball, distributed in the spaces between the mosaic surface, then with a
damp sponge excess mass is wiped off the transparent stones.

Alternatively you can use transparent mosaic joint filler. This can be applied directly from the liner, formed and spread, precise work is possible. It dries out
like glass and is weatherproof after 4 - 6 hours. 

A wooden ring now serves as a support for the lamp. This ring can be painted to match the mosaic as desired. Glue the stanchion to the ball in such a way that
the light chain cable protrudes next to the ring - your own designer lamp is ready.

Article number Article name Qty
12002 Wooden ringsØ 100 mm, 2 pieces 1
755627-06 VBS Chalky Outdoor Color, 100 mlNougat 1
130370 Mosaic tongs 1
51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1
466363 Mosaic joint filler, transparent 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
597043 Acrylic ball, Ø 25 cm 1
596565 Acrylic ball, Ø 20 cm 1
430791-39 Acrylic-Mosaic, approx. 205 piecesSienna 1
430838 Soft glass broken mosaic "Colourful Mix", 500 g 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/acrylic-mosaic-approx-205-pieces-a61906/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/acrylic-ball-o-20-cm-a42420/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-led-lichterkette-mit-schalter-transparent-20-leds-a30536/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/transparent-mosaic-glue-a56065/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-mosaic-joint-filler-a16279/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/mosaic-joint-filler-transparent-a16532/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/wooden-rings-natural-o-10-cm-a23897/


661140 VBS Wooden sticks "Nature" 1
810401 Mixing cup made of rubber 1
133562 Professional scissors "Finny Alpha", 22cm 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
841634 VBS Paint spatula & pallet knife, set of 3 1
465755-02 VBS Mosaic-Joint FillerGrey 1
118026-01 Transparent mosaic glue50 g 1

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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